
YEAR 7 – ART –VISUAL ELEMENTS

C     COLOUR WHEEL

A        DEFINITIONS

Visual 
Elements

Visual elements are the elements of a piece of art and are used to 
structure, analyse or produce a piece of art work.

Line The outing of a shape or the linear details of a drawing.

Pattern Shapes, line, marks in repeat.

Shape Refers to the enclosed space an image uses in 2D . Form is used to 
describe a 3D shape.

Detail The smaller intricacies in a drawing or image.

Tone The lightness or darkness of something – this could be a shade, or how dark 
or light a colour appears.

Texture
used to describe the object more and how something feels or looks. A small 
selection of examples of the descriptions of texture are furry, bumpy, brittle, 
smooth, rough, soft, and hard.

Colour Colour is the element of art that is produced when light, striking an object, is 
reflected to the eye.

Primary 
Colours

These are the base colours that all other colours are made from:  
red/yellow/blue

Secondary 
Colours

These are the colours made from mixing two primary colours in equal 
quantities - orange/ purple/ green

Complimentary 
colours

These are the opposites on the colour wheel and contrast the most: 
The main ones are: red and green/ yellow and purple/blue and orange

Warm v Cold 
colours

Warm: Red/ Yellow/ Orange 
Cold: Blue/ Green/ Purple

Harmonic 
colours These refer to the set of colours nearest each other on the colour wheel

Composition The arrangement and positioning of images/ objects in a piece of art work

Abstract The word to describe a piece of art work that is non representational 

B   KEY ARTISTS
Kandinsky saw colours when he heard music, and heard 
music when he painted. He used colour, line, shape, and 
texture to create a rhythmic visual experience that evoked 
an emotional response. 

Kandinsky  Expressionism Historical Russian Abstract 



BIOLOGY – YEAR 7  – CELLS

A KEY KNOWLEDGE

1 Cell

The basic unit of a living organism. The 
smallest living unit.
There are many different types of cell, each has 
different structures or features so it can carry 
out specific tasks (jobs).
Cells are very small and can be seen using a 
light microscope.

2 Eukaryotic Type of complex cell found in plants and 
animals.

3 Prokaryotic Type of simple cell that has no nucleus or 
mitochondria. e.g. bacteria

4 Unicellular

A living thing made up of only ONE cell. 
e.g. an amoeba, a euglena.
Unicellular organisms are made up of only one 
cell which carries out all life processes.

5 Multicellular

Living thing made up of MANY cells. 
e.g. an oak tree, a human. 
Multicellular organisms are made up of cells 
which are organised into tissues, organs and 
organ systems.

6 Tissue
A group of cells that are all of the SAME type. 
e.g. a group of muscle cells come together to 
form muscle tissue.

7 Organ
A group of tissues working together to perform 
a function (do a job). 
e.g. the heart.

8 Organ 
system

A group of organs working together to perform 
a function.

B ORGANELLES
1 Cell 

Membrane
Surrounds the cell and controls what comes into 
and out of the cell.

2 Nucleus Contains the genetic material (DNA) which 
controls the activities of the cell.

3 Mitochondria Organelle which releases energy from food 
molecules by the process of respiration.

4 Cytoplasm Jelly like substance where most chemical 
reactions happen.

5 Cell wall Gives structure and strength to the cell. Made of 
cellulose in plant cells.

6 Permanent 
vacuole

Contains cell sap and helps give structure to a 
plant cell.

7 Chloroplast

Contains chlorophyll a green pigment which 
absorbs light energy from the sun. The plant uses 
this to make glucose (food) in a process called 
photosynthesis.

C ORGAN SYSTEMS
1 Immune 

system Protects the body against infections

2 Reproductive 
system

Produces sperm in males, eggs and where the 
foetus (baby) develops in females.

3 Digestive 
system

Breaks down large food molecules and absorbs 
the smaller molecules.

4 Circulatory 
system Transports substances around the body

5 Respiratory 
system

Brings oxygen into the body and removes carbon 
dioxide.

6
Muscular-
skeletal 
system

Muscles and bones working together to support 
and produce body movement.



BIOLOGY – YEAR 7  – D IGESTION

A KEY KNOWLEDGE

1 The digestive 
system

Organs of the digestive system are adapted to break 
down large food molecules into smaller molecules 
which can be absorbed by the blood and carried to the 
cells of the body.

2 Balanced diet
The body needs a diet with the right mix of 
carbohydrates, lipids (fats), protein, vitamins, minerals, 
fibre and water to stay healthy.

3 Mouth -
Ingestion

Where digestion begins, food is broken down into 
smaller pieces by chewing and mixed with saliva. It is 
swallowed in small chunks called a bolus.

4 Oesophagus

Tube connecting the 
mouth to the stomach, 
the bolus is swallowed 
and enters the stomach

5 Stomach

Sac where food is 
mixed with acidic juices 
to start the digestion of 
protein and kill 
microorganisms.

6 Small 
intestine

Partially digested food 
leaves the stomach and 
enters the small 
intestine. Digestion is 
completed here and 
nutrients absorbed into 
the blood.

7 Large 
intestine

Where water is 
absorbed into the blood 
and the faeces formed.

8 Rectum

Faeces is stored here 
before being expelled 
through the anus -
Egestion

B KEY WORDS

1 Carbohydrates

A major nutrient the body uses as the main 
source of energy. Complex carbohydrates are 
starches found in foods such as pasta.
Simple carbohydrates are sugars found in foods 
such as chocolate and fruit juice.

2 Protein
A major nutrient that the body uses for growth 
and repair of the body (cells). Found in foods 
such as meat, fish and cheeses.

3 Lipids 
(fats & oils)

A major nutrient that the body uses a second 
source of energy and as insulation and protection 
around body organs. Found in foods such as 
butter, cheese, olive oil.

4 Minerals

Used for general health, the body only needs 
small amounts. 
e.g. calcium is needed for strong bones and 
teeth, a lack of it can cause Rickets (bent bones). 
Iron is needed to make red blood cells.

5 Vitamins

Used for general health, the body only needs 
small amounts. 
e.g. Vitamin C is needed for healthy skin and 
gums. A lack of vitamin C can cause Scurvy-
teeth become loose and cuts on  skin won’t heal.

6 Dietary fibre
Part of plants that cannot be digested, is 
important to keep the digestive system healthy 
and move waste through.

7 Enzymes
Chemicals that speed up digestion and are used 
to break down the insoluble food molecules into 
smaller soluble molecules.

8 Gut bacteria Microorganisms that live naturally in the intestines 
that help break food down.

9 Joule/Calorie Measurement of energy in  food.

10 Malnourishment A state where the body is not getting a balanced 
diet. This causes obesity and starvation.



CHEMISTRY– YEAR 7 – ELEMENTS

A KEYWORDS

1 Atom
Very small particle that all substances are made 
of.

2 Element A substance that is made up of only one type of 
atom.

3 Compound
A substance made up of two or more different 
types of atoms that are chemically bonded 
together.

4 Mixture
Different elements and/or compounds that are 
not chemically joined.

5 Chemical 
formulae

A formula that shows the elements present in a 
compound in their relative proportions.

6 Molecule
Substance made of between 2 and thousands of 
atoms joined together.  Most non-metals exist as 
either small or giant molecules.

7 Polymer
A molecule made of thousands of smaller 
molecules in a repeating pattern.

8 Composite
Materials made of 2 or more different substances 
for a specific purpose.

9 Periodic Table
A table showing all the elements arranged by 
atomic number.

10 Chemical 
Symbols

The letters used in the Periodic Table to indicate 
the different elements.

11 Properties
What a substance or material is like or what it 
can do.

12 Reactants Starting substances in a chemical reaction.

13 Products Substances produced by a chemical reaction.

B QUICK QUESTIONS

1
How many different types 
of particle are in an 
element?

Only 1 type of particle in each 
element.

2
What’s the difference 
between an element and a 
compound

Elements have only 1 type of atom 
but compounds contain at least 2 
different types of atoms which 
must be chemically bonded 
together

3
How are all the elements 
on the Periodic Table 
different?

Each element is made up of only 1 
type of atom. 

4
What’s the difference 
between mixtures and 
compounds?

In mixtures the different 
substances are not chemically 
joined to each other.

5 What are chemical 
formulae?

Symbols used to show which 
atoms are in different molecules 
e.g. H2O, O2

6 Give an example of an 
element which is a gas Oxygen O2 or hydrogen H2

7 Give an example of a 
polymer

e.g. plastic is a man made 
polymer, starch is a natural 
polymer

8 Give an example of a 
composite

MDF for furniture, steel reinforced 
concrete, waterproof clothing

9 Give some examples of 
properties

hardness, melting point, colour, 
conducts heat or electricity.

10
Give an example of a non-
metal and a metal which is 
a liquid at room temp

Bromine and mercury



CHEMISTRY– YEAR 7 – METALS AND NON-METALS

A KEYWORDS

1 Metals
Shiny, good conductors of electricity and 
heat, malleable and ductile and usually solid 
at room temperature.

2 Non-metals
Dull looking, generally poor conductors of 
electricity and heat, brittle and usually solid or 
gases at room temperature.

3 Displacement
Reaction where a more reactive metal takes 
the place of a less reactive metal in a 
compound.

4 Oxidation Reaction in which a substance combines with 
oxygen.

5 Conductor Substance through which electricity or 
thermal energy (heat) can pass.

6 Insulator Substance that does NOT conduct heat or 
electricity.

7 Corrosion When a metal is exposed to oxygen and 
water and reacts to form a new compound.

8 Rusting Rusting is a particular form of corrosion when 
the metal is iron and rust is formed.

9
Reactivity 
Series

A list of metals in order of their reactivity.

10 Word equation Reactants  🡺 Products
magnesium + oxygen 🡺 magnesium oxide

11 Malleable Substances that can be bent or hammered 
into shape without shattering

12 Ductile A substance that can be stretched into a long 
wire without snapping

13 Brittle Substance likely to shatter when bent or hit

B QUICK QUESTIONS

1 Where are metals found on 
the Periodic Table?

On the left from aluminium, 
germanium, Sb, and Po

2 List 3 typical properties of 
non-metals.

Brittle, non conductors of heat 
and electricity, dull

3 What is formed when a metal 
reacts with oxygen?

A metal oxide is formed.  E.g. 
calcium oxide, aluminium 
oxide.

4
Which are the 3 least 
reactive metals on the 
reactivity series?

Platinum, gold and silver.

5
Would the metal iron 
displace the copper in copper 
sulphate?

Yes – iron is more reactive 
than copper.

6
Which properties make 
copper good to use in 
electrical wiring?

Copper conducts electricity and 
is ductile so can be stretched 
into wires.

7 Which metal rusts when it 
reacts with oxygen?

Only iron rusts (the other 
metals corrode)

8
What is the general word 
equation for the reaction of a 
metal with an acid? 

Metal + acid 🡺 Salt + 
hydrogen

9 Which metals are magnetic? Iron, nickel and cobalt

10
Give an example of a non-
metal and a metal which is a 
liquid at room temp

Bromine and mercury



Computing - Year 7 - Computing Introduction Knowledge Organiser

 A - Basics

Username An identification used by a person 
with access to a computer, network, 
or online service.

Password A string of characters that allows 
access to a computer system or 
service.

Hardware The physical components of a 
Computer System.

Software The programs used on a Computer 
System.

Peripherals External devices connected to a 
Computer System.

The ‘Cloud’ On demand data storage on the 
Internet.

Back up A place where your data is kept 
safe/secure.

B - Computer System

Computer 
System

is a set of integrated devices that input, output, process, and store data 
and information.

Saving A way to keep information that you find on your Computer System.

Folder Used to organise your data on a Computer System.

Email Messages distributed by electronic means from one computer user to one 
or more recipients via a network.

Attachments A computer file sent along with an email message.

C - iPads

Dock An area that can store frequently used apps or those you accessed recently.

Home button The small, circular button at the bottom of the iPad. It's also the only button 
on the face of the tablet.

Siri A virtual assistant that is part of Apple OS operating systems.

App An application, especially as downloaded by a user to a mobile device.



DRAMA - Y7 – INTRODUCTION TO DRAMA

A Key terms
1 Drama (Subject) The study of skills required to create theatre.

2 Theatre The creation or performance of plays, 
designed to be performed in public

3 Actor
Someone who pretends to be someone else 
( A character) while performing in a film, play, 
or television or radio programme

4 Character The person who you are pretending to be

5 Audience The group of people watching a performance

6 Stage The area where the performance takes place

C Initial skills
1 Confidence To be certain and proud of your own abilities 

2 Team Work
To work effectively with other people, giving your 
ideas and supporting the ideas of others

3 Focus
The ability to give all your attention, time, and energy 
to a particular activity

4 Self control The ability to control your actions and emotions

AUDIENCE

STAGE DIRECTIONS

B                 Performance skills

1 Still image/ Freeze 
frame/ Tableau

A frozen picture which communicates 
meaning

2 Audience awareness Making sure that your audience can see 
what is going on. 

3 Levels Making sure that the actors demonstrate a 
range of different heights on stage

4 Facial expression Using your face to show an emotion to the 
audience

5 Body language Using your body’s position to show your 
emotions to the audience

6 Gesture Using your hand to convey a emotion or 
message to the audience



ENGLISH - YEAR 7 - HEROES AND VILLAINS 

A KEY WORDS

1 Conventions A way in which something is usually 

done

2 Culpability Responsibility for a fault or wrong; 

blame

3 Guilt The fact of having committed a 

specified or implied offence or crime

4 Hubris Excessive pride or self-confidence

5 Innocence The state, quality, or fact of being 

innocent of a crime or offence

6 Manipulate Control or influence a person or 

situation cleverly or unscrupulously

7 Superstition Belief in and reverence for the 

supernatural

8 Testimony A formal written or spoken statement, 

evidence or proof of something

C THEMES & IDEAS

1 Heroes and 
villains

Writers present roles as extremes of flawed, immoral 
characters, with their opponents being good and defeating 
villains.  Other writers create more complex characters who are 
a mixture; challenging their audiences and readers to consider 
what makes a person good or bad.

2 Supernatural

Readers and audiences have always been fascinated by 
unnatural and often evil creatures like demons, ghosts and 
vampires. In history, more people may have believed these 
were real, adding to the fear factor.  However, even now, we 
still enjoy being frightened by stories.

3 Great Chain of 
Being

D APPROACH TO ANALYSIS
1 Answer the question  and make a 

point
The writer

2 Supporting quote/Evidence ‘’…………….’’

3 Get technical This suggests 

4 Select one word/technique from the quote to 
explore The use of 

5 How the reader responds/impact
This makes the 

reader feel/ think

F CONTEXT

1 Renaissance 

(C15 – C17) 

The Renaissance is a period in European history, 
between the Middle Ages & modernity. The 
patriarchal society was very religious and strict 
especially for women who were treated as inferior 
to men. This is due to the belief in the ‘Great Chain 
of Being’, which depicts the distribution of power in 
the world.

2 Shakespeare 

William Shakespeare was an English poet, 
playwright and actor, widely regarded as the 
greatest writer and dramatist in the English 
language. He is known as the "Bard". 

3 Machiavelli

Machiavelli was an Italian diplomat, politician, 
historian, philosopher, humanist, writer, playwright 
and poet. People thought he could not be trusted. 
Machiavellianism is now adopted as a personality 
trait, of being untrustworthy & cynical.



F R E N C H  – Y E A R  7  – A U T U M N  T E R M
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F R E N C H  – Y E A R  7  – A U T U M N  T E R M  2

A SIBLINGS 
1 un frère A brother

2 un petit frère A little brother

3 un grand frère A big brother

4 une soeur A sister

5 une petite soeur A little sister

6 une grande soeur A big sister

7 une soeur aînée An older sister

8 fils unique Only child (boy)

9 fille unique Only child (girl)

10 un frère jumeau A twin brother

11 une soeur jumelle A twin sister

C KEY VERBS
1 J’ai I have

2 Il y a There is/ are

3 Il/ elle s’appelle He is called

4 Qui s’appelle Who is called

5 Il a… ans He is …years old

6 Elle a … ans She is … years 
old

7 Il a He has

8 Elle a She has

9 Il est He is

10 Elle est She is

D KEY SENTENCES
1 Dans ma famille, il y a quatre personnes In my family, there are 4 people

2 Il y a mon père, ma mère et ma soeur There is my dad, my mum and my 
sister

3 J’ai une soeur qui s’appelle Sophie I have one sister who is called Sophie

4 Sophie a treize ans Sophie is 13 years old

5 Elle est grande et mince She is tall and slim

6 Elle a les cheveux bruns She has brown hair

7 Elle a les yeux marron She has brown eyes

8 Elle est très polie et gentille She is very polite and kind

9 Elle n’est pas curieuse et paresseuse She isn’t curious and lazy

10 Elle est assez généreuse She is quite generous

11 Elle aime les jeux vidéos She likes video games

12 Elle n’aime pas la violence She doesn’t like violence

13 Elle habite en Angleterre She lives in England

14 Mon père s’appelle James My dad is called James

15 Il est petit et gros He is small and fat

16 Il a les cheveux gris et courts He has short grey hair

17 Il a les yeux bleus He has blue eyes

18 Il est très intelligent He is very intelligent

19 Il n’est pas branché He is not trendy

B FAMILY MEMBERS
! Ma famille My family
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G E O G R A P H Y  – Y E A R  7 – E X P L O R I N G  T H E  U K  ( C O A S T S )

B LANDFORMS

1 Headland Harder bands of rock erode slower forming headlands that stick out 
into the sea

2 Bay Weaker bands of rock erode quicker to form bays

3 Cave A hole in the cliff caused by waves forcing their way into cracks

4 Arch Starts as a cave which widens and eventually cuts through

5 Stack A pillar of rock left when an arch collapses

6 Stump A small stump of rock left when a stack collapses

7 Wave cut 
notch Erosion of the cliff between the high water mark and low water mark

8 Wave cut 
platform Gently sloping rocky platform exposed at low tide made by cliff retreat

9 Beach Deposits of sand and shingle along the coast

10 Spit Long narrow finger of sand or shingle jutting out into the sea

11 Bar A spit that joins two headlands

12 Salt marsh Deposited mud in sheltered areas behind a spit

A KEYWORDS
1 Relief The shape of the land – height and steepness

2 Geology Type of rock

3 Sediment Small pieces of rock or sand, moved by air or water and dumped in 
a new location

4 Sedimentary 
rock

Rock formed by deposition of sediment that builds up in layers

5 Metamorphic 
rock Rock that has changed due to heat and/or pressure

6 Igneous rock Rocks that are formed during volcanic eruptions by the cooling of 
magma. E.g. granite

7 Wave Ripples in the sea caused by the transfer of energy blowing over 
the surface of the sea

8 Swash Forward movement of the wave

9 Backwash Backward movement of the wave

10 Constructive 
wave

Waves with a strong swash and weak backwash that build up a 
beach

11 Destructive 
wave Waves with a weak swash and strong backwash

C PROCESSES

1 Erosion To wear away

2 Hydraulic 
Power The power of the waves hitting the cliff

3 Abrasion The sand papering effect of pebbles by 
the waves

4 Solution Sea water and chemical in the rock react 
and causes the rock to dissolve

5 Transportation How particles move

6 Longshore drift The zig-zag movement of sediment 
around the coast

7 Deposition Dropping off of material when the flow of 
the water slows down

8 Weathering Weakening of the rock due to rainfall and 
changes in temperature

9 Mechanical 
weathering

Break up of rock without any change to 
the chemical make-up

10 Freeze-thaw
A type of mechanical weathering 
involving repeated freezing and thawing 
that makes cracks in rock bigger

11 Chemical 
weathering

The rotting of rock caused by a chemical 
change in that rock

12 Mass 
movement

Downhill movement or sliding of material 
under the influence of gravity

13 Rockfall Rock pieces that break away from the 
cliff

14 Slumping
Rapid mass movement of a whole 
section of cliff down a saturated slope or 
line of weakness

15 Sliding
Loose surface material becomes 
saturated and moves downhill due to the 
extra weight

D MANAGEMENT

1 Hard 
engineering

Building artificial structures to 
prevent erosion

2 Groynes
Timber or rock structures built 
out to sea

3 Sea wall Concrete wall at the foot of the 
cliff

4 Rock armour Piles of large boulders 
dumped at the base of the cliff

5 Gabions Wire cages filled with rocks

6 Soft 
engineering

Managing erosion by working 
with natural processes

7 Beach 
nourishment

Adding sand to the beach to 
make it higher and wider

8 Beach 
reprofiling

Making the beach steeper

9 Dune 
regeneration

Building up the dunes and 
planting more vegetation

10 Sustainable

Meeting the needs of present 
generation without reducing 
the ability of future generations 
to meet theirs



History - Year 7, Term 1 - Anglo-Saxon England and Norman conquest
A KEY DEFINITIONS
1 Primary source A source of information taken directly from the time studied 

e.g. newspapers

2 Secondary source A source of information created after an event or using 
primary materials e.g. school textbook

3 Chronology Putting things into date order

4 Anglo-Saxon The English people in England before the Normans arrived

5 Contenders for the 
throne A group of men claiming they should be King of England

6 Heir The individual next in line to become King or Queen

7 Succession Who should come next

8 Tactic A battle plan/idea

9 Domesday Book
Book written containing information about all of the 
land in England, who owned it and what was on the 
land 

10 Feudal System System of control introduced by William the conqueror 
to get loyalty, tax and a loyal army by sharing out land

11 Tenant-in-Chief
Bishops or Barons who were under the King in the 
Feudal system - they got land and had to give their 
loyalty, taxes and provide an army

12 Knight
Under the Tenants-in-Chief in the Feudal system - they 
got land and had to collect and pay tax and provide 
Knight service

13 Peasant
At the bottom of the Feudal system - they got land 
from the Knight and had to pay tax and work/farm his 
land for free

B KEY DATES
1 Jan 5th 1066 Edward the Confessor dies

2 Jan 6th 1066 Harold Godwinson is crowned King.

3 Sept 20th 1066 Battle of Fulford. Harold G vs Harald H. Harald H wins.

4 Sept 25th 1066 Battle of Stamford Bridge. Harold G vs Harald H. Harald H dies 
and Harold G wins.

5 Oct 14th 1066 Battle of Hastings. William vs Harold G. William wins.

6 1086 The Domesday book is published in full

C KEY INDIVIDUALS
1 Edward the 

Confessor Anglo-Saxon King of England. Dies in 1066.

2 Harold 
Godwinson Anglo-Saxon King of England between Jan-Oct 1066.

3 Harald 
Hardrada King of Norway. Claims the English throne through his blood line.

4 Edgar the 
Atheling

Young great-nephew of Edward the confessor. Only 15 and 
unsuitable to be King.

5 Edwin and 
Morcar

English Earls who fought Hardrada at Gate Fulford whilst Harold 
G was moving his army north. They lost!



MATHEMATICS - YEAR 7 - TERM 1
A ANALYSING AND DISPLAYING DATA
1 Frequency How often a value occurs.

2 Range The difference between the smallest and largest value. The larger the 
range, the greater the spread of the values.

3 Mode The value with the highest frequency.

4 Median The middle value when the data is in order.

5 Mean The sum of the values divided by the total frequency.

6 Average A typical value for the data. The mode, median and mode.

7 Comparing data Compare the average (mode, median or mean) and the spread 
(range).

8 Pictogram Uses pictures to show data. The key shows how many values each 
picture stands for.

9 Bar chart Uses bars of equal width to show data.

10 Frequency table Shows how many of each value there are in a set of data.

11 Modal class The class (or group) with the highest frequency.

12 Line graph Shows how quantities change.

B NUMBER SKILLS

1 Order of operations

Brackets
Indices (powers)
Division and Multiplication
Addition and Subtraction

2 Estimating A quick way of checking answers without using the exact values.

3 Rounding If the critical digit is a 5 or more, round up. 4 or less, round down.

4 Subtracting Moves down the number line.

5 Adding Moves up the number line.

6 Adding a negative Is the same as subtracting.

7 Subtracting a negative Is the same as adding.

8
A positive number 
multiplied by a 
positive number

The product will be a positive number.

9 A positive number multiplied by 
a negative number The product will be a negative number.

10 A negative number multiplied by 
a positive number The product will be a negative number.

11 A negative number multiplied by 
a negative number The product will be a positive number.

12 Multiple A multiple of a number is in that number’s multiplication table.

13 Lowest common multiple The lowest number which appears in the multiplication tables of two (or 
more) numbers.

14 Factor A whole number that divides exactly into another number.

15 Highest common factor The largest whole number which divides exactly into two (or more) 
numbers.

16 Prime number A number with exactly two factors. The first 10 prime numbers are:
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29

17 Square number A number multiplied by itself. The first 10 square numbers are:
1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100

18 Square root The inverse of squaring. It is written 

C EXPRESSIONS, FUNCTIONS AND FORMULAE

1 Function A relationship between two sets of numbers: an input and an output.

2 Variable A letter used to represent an unknown value.

3 Term Contains numbers or letters, for example:    2" 13% & 7

4 Expression Contains terms, for example: 2" + 7 3) − 5

5 Distributive law , - + . = ,- + ,.

6 Expanding brackets Multiply everything inside the bracket by the number outside.

7 !"#$%&' ()"*+,-).,#.&'-/"0+)/1,2.-*..0,3'#/'2&.+4,*#/--.0,%+/05,*"#6+,"#,&.--.#+7

8 (%2+-/-%-. To put in the place of another. In algebra, this means replacing letters with 
numbers.



ELEMENTS OF MUSIC
A DYNAMICS
1 Pianissimo Very Soft

2 Piano Soft

3 Mezzopiano Moderately Soft

4 Mezzoforte Moderately Loud

5 Forte Loud

6 Fortissimo Very Loud

7 Crescendo Get Louder

8 Diminuendo Get Softer

B TEMPO MARKINGS

1 Largo Slow

2 Andante Quite Slow

3 Moderato Moderato Tempo

4 Allegro Quite Fast

5 Presto Fast

6 Prestissimo Very Fast

C ACCIDENTALS

1 Sharp
The black note to the right of 

the named note

2 Flat
The black note to the left of 

the named note

3 Natural The named note

D OTHER

1 Timbre

Sound quality of an instrument. A 

flute’s timbre is soft and airy, whilst 

a trombone sounds powerful and 

brassy

2 Structure How the different sections of a 
piece of music are combined

3 Texture
The amount of layers of sound. A 
thin texture has few layers, a thick 
texture has many

4 Duration The length of a note

5 Rhythm Combination of long and short 
sounds

6 Pitch How high or low each note is



RHYTHM AND PITCH
A NOTE LENGTHS
1 Semibreve 4 beats

2 Dotted Minim 3 beats

3 Minim 2 beats

4 Dotted Crotchet 1.5 beats

5 Crotchet 1 beat

6 Crotchet Rest 1 beat silence

7 Dotted Quaver 0.75 beat

8 Quaver 0.5 beat

9 Semiquaver 0.25 beat

B KEYBOARD LAYOUT

.

.

.

C STAVES



PHYSICS – YEAR 7 – WAVES

B LIGHT KEYWORDS
1 Incident ray The ray hitting the surface. 

2 Reflected ray The ray coming from the surface.

3 Normal line From which angles are measured, at right angles 
to the surface. 

4 Angle of 
reflection Between the normal and reflected ray.

5 Angle of 
incidence Between the normal and incident ray. 

6 Refraction Changes the direction of light as it is going from 
one material into another. 

7 Absorption When energy is transferred to a material.

8 Scattering When light reflects off an object in many 
directions.

9 Transparent A material that allows light to pass through it 
without scattering.

10 Translucent
A material that allows light to pass through it, but 
it is scattered. 

11 Opaque A material that allows no light to pass through it.

12 Convex lens
A lens that is thicker in the middle which bends 
light rays towards each other. 

13 Concave lens A lens that is thinner in the middle which spreads 
out light rays. 

14 Retina
Layer at the back of the eye with light detecting 
cells and where an image is formed.

A SOUND KEYWORDS
1 Vibration A back and forth motion that repeats. 

2 Longitudinal wave The direction of the vibration is the same as 
that of the energy transfer.

3 Volume How loud or quiet a sound is, in decibels 
(dB). 

4 Pitch How low or high a sound is. A low (high) pitch 
sound has a low (high) frequency

5 Amplitude
The maximum distance moved of the 
vibration, measured from the middle position 
of the wave, in metres.

6 Wavelength
Distance between two matching points (e.g. 
peak to peak) on a wave, in metres. 

7 Frequency
The number of waves produced in one 
second, in hertz. 

8 Vacuum A space with no particles of matter in it. 

9 Oscilloscope Device able to view sound waves that have 
been turned into electrical signals

10 Auditory range The lowest and highest frequencies that a 
type of animal can hear. 

11 Absorption When energy is transferred to a material. 

12 Echo Reflection of sound waves from a surface.



PHYSICS – YEAR 7 – ENERGY

AAA ENERGY STORES

1 Thermal (Internal) 
Energy

Energy stored in the particles in a 
material

2 Kinetic Energy Energy stored in moving objects

3 Gravitational 
potential Energy

Energy stored in objects that have 
been lifted higher up

4 Elastic potential 
Energy

Energy stored in objects that have 
been stretched or squashed

5 Chemical Energy 
(e.g. food, fuel)

Energy stored in atoms and 
molecules

6 Joules (J) The unit of energy 
1 kilojoule (kJ) = 1000 joules

B ENERGY TRANSFERS

1 Energy transfers Energy is stored in objects and 
transferred from one store to another.

2 Total input energy

3 Useful Output energy

4 Dissipated energy

5 Conservation of 
energy Input energy = sum of output energy

6 Dissipated Become spread out wastefully

7 Total output energy = useful output + Dissipated energy

C ENERGY COSTS

1 Power (W) How quickly energy is transferred by a 
device, measured in Watts (W)

2 Cost of domestic 
electricity

Cost (p) = Power (kW) x time (hours) x 
price per kWh

3 Energy resources
Sored energy that can be released in 
a useful way (e.g. wind). These may 
be either renewable or non renewable.

4 Renewable

Energy resource that can be 
replenished quickly and will not run out 
e.g. solar, wind, waves, geothermal, 
biomass.

5 Non-renewable

Energy resource that cannot be 
replenished quickly enough and will be 
used up 
e.g. fossil fuels – coal, oil and natural 
gas.

2
3

4

D ENERGY RESOURCES

1 Renewable Positives No polluting gases are released
Will not run out

2 Renewable Negatives High start up cost
May only works when sunny/windy

3 Non-renewable 
Positives

Readily available
Easy to release energy

4 Non-renewable 
Negatives

Produce harmful polluting gases
Will run out



YEAR 7 PSHE: BUILDING HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS

A KEY TERMS

1 Relationship The way in which two or more people or things are connected.

2 Toxic friend Someone who takes advantage of others in the name of friendship.

3 Self-esteem Confidence in one's own worth or abilities.

5 Digital Legacy Digital information that is available about someone following their death. 

6 Digital 
Footprint

The information about a particular person that exists on the Internet as a 
result of their online activity.

B TYPES OF RELATIONSHIPS

1 Family A group of people who are related to each other through blood or marriage. 

2 Friends A person who you know well and who you like a lot, but is not usually a 
member of your family. 

3 Acquaintance A person that you have met but do not know well. 

4 Intimate An intimate relationship is an interpersonal relationship that involves physical 
or emotional intimacy. 

5 Professional 
Professional relationships are solely for the purpose of getting your work 
done. They help you advance your career and would not exist if not for your 
job.

6 Cohabitation A couple living together and having a sexual relationship without being 
married.

7 Marriage A legally accepted relationships between two people.

E TYPES OF BULLYING

1 Physical
Physical bullying is using one’s body and physical bodily acts to 
exert power over peers. Punching, kicking and other physical 
attacks are all types of physical bullying.

2 Emotional Emotional bullying is the use of words to mock, shock, tease, or 
ostracize another person.

3 Relational 
Aggression

Sometimes referred to as emotional bullying, relational 
aggression is a type of social manipulation where tweens and 
teens try to hurt their peers or sabotage their social standing.

4 Prejudicial 

Prejudicial bullying is based on prejudices tweens and teens 
have toward people of different races, religions, or sexual 
orientation. This type of bullying can encompass all the other 
types of bullying.

5 Homophobic
Homophobic bullying is when people behave or speak in a way 
which makes someone feel bullied because of their actual or 
perceived sexuality.

6 Racial Racial bullying is a type of racism where someone’s bullying 
focuses on your race, ethnicity or culture.

7 Sexual Sexual bullying is a behaviour, physical or non-physical, where 
sexuality or gender is used as a weapon against another.

8 Cyber Cyberbullying is bullying that takes place over digital devices 
like cell phones, computers, and tablets. 

D HEALTHY VERSUS UNHEALTHY/TOXIC RELATIONSHIPS

Healthy Unhealthy/Toxic

• Celebrate your successes and are 
proud of you

• Respect your boundaries
• Care about your feelings and don’t 

judge you
• Value your friendship
• Accept you for who you are
• They understand you have other 

friends
• They don’t judge you for having 

different hobbies or interests

• Lack of communication
• Smothering – not respecting 

boundaries
• They want to compete with you or 

get jealous
• Inconsiderate to your feelings
• They focus on your mistakes and 

are overly critical
• Controlling 
• Bring stress into your life
• Talk about you behind your back

C CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH AND LOW SELF ESTEEM
High Self Esteem Low Self Esteem

• They appreciate other people
• They make their own decisions with 

confidence
• They accept other people the way they are
• They can identify their own value
• They interact calmly and kindly telling others 

their opinions

• Withdrawn and do not always participate in 
activities and discussions

• Insecure about how they are viewed by 
people and compare themselves to others

• Commonly underachieve due to not being 
motivated and not willing to take chances

• Prone to negative opinion and can get angry 
or hostile

• Often dependent on other people and follow 
others when forming opinions or making 
decisions. 



PINGLE RE – YEAR 7 WORLD RELIGIONS & BELIEF IN GOD  (AUTUMN)

B KEY TERMS
1 Theist Someone who believes in God.

2 Atheist Someone who does not believe in God.

3 Agnostic Someone who is unsure if God exists.

Humanist Non-religious people who rely solely on reason and 
evidence to answer questions about the universe, 
compassion and human welfare.

4 Monotheism Belief in one God.

5 Polytheism Belief in many gods.

6 Omni-benevolent God is all loving.

7 Omnipotent God is all powerful.

8 Omniscient God is all knowing.

9 Omnipresent God is everywhere.

10 Trinity Christian belief that God is 3 beings in 1.

11 Trimurti The 3 main gods in Hinduism.

12 Satan Also known as the devil and Lucifer. He was one of 
God’s angels before he rebelled against God. Now 
he’s thought to rule over Hell.

13 Adam & Eve The first humans created by God, according to the 
book of Genesis in the Bible.

14 Free will The freedom humans have to be able to  make their 
own decisions and choose their actions.

A MAIN WORLD RELIGIONS

Religion Symbol Founder or 
important leader

Sacred writing Place of 
worship

1 Hinduism Aum Siddattha Gotama Dhammapada Shrine or 
Temple

2 Judaism Star of David Jesus Bible Church

3 Buddhism Eight-spoke 
wheel

Too old to know 
who started it

Vedas Mandir

4 Christianity Cross Muhammad Qur’an Mosque

5 Islam Star and 
crescent

Abraham Torah Synagogue

6 Sikhism Khanda Guru Nanak Guru Granth
Sahib

Gurdwara



PINGLE RE – YEAR 7 WORLD RELIGIONS & BELIEF IN GOD  (AUTUMN)

E HINDUISM - BELIEF IN GOD 

1 Brahman The supreme God who controls everything.

2 Trimurti The three main forms of God. Brahma, Vishnu and 
Shiva.

3 Vishnu The God that preserves and protects the earth.

4 Shiva The God that destroys things that are old and not 
needed in order for new things to happen.

5 Brahma The God of all creation.

6 Murti A holy image or a statue of a Hindu god / goddess.

7 Gods represented 
as an animal

For example, Ganesh is the elephant God and is 
known as the Remover of Obstacles. Hanuman is 
the monkey God and is a symbol of strength and 
energy.

8 Puja Hindu act of worship to show devotion to God.

DD CHRISTIANITY - BELIEF IN GOD 

1 Trinity

There is one God but in three parts: 
• the Father – Judge, Father in heaven
• the Son - Jesus, saviour, teacher
• the Holy Spirit. – Guide, God on earth within his people

2 Jesus Son of God, part of the Trinity.

3 Incarnation Means ‘embodied into flesh’.
Jesus was God in human form.

4
Why is the Trinity 
important? • Expresses who God is 

• Expresses how humans can interact with God 
• It allows humans to come face to face with God 

C HUMANIST BELIEFS

1 Think that the answers to questions such as ‘What is the purpose of life?’ or ‘How did we 
get here?’ do not come from what people say are God’s opinions or thoughts. They 
come from human thought.

2 Anyone can live a good life: both religious and non-religious people.

3 They have only one life, and that they should do their best throughout the time they are 
alive.

4 It’s not enough to try to be a happy individual; we should also try to think of ways in 
which others – everyone – can be happy.

5 Most humanists think it is wrong to take another person’s life, and some humanists 
oppose all wars.

F ISLAM – BELIEF IN GOD
1

Belief in one God, Allah.

2 99 names are used to describe Allah in the Qur’an. For example, the 
merciful, the creator.

3 Shahadah is the first of the five pillars of Islam and it is the Muslim 
declaration of faith. ‘There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is His 
Messenger.’

4 Allah should not be pictured in human ways. No pictures or images are 
allowed.


